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These first recordings of Terry Riley's string quartet music

are likely to surprise those who know Riley principally as

the composer of the seminal, minimalist masterpiece, In

C. But the quartets are just as likely to astonish those

who have closely followed Riley's activities in the two
decades following In C and have experienced his

hypnotic, virtuoso keyboard improvisations and spiritual

raga-based songs. The idea of composing for standard

ensembles is something that the independently minded

Riley has long rejected. Traditionally, his musical paths

have been new to Western composition. The route by

which he reached the string quartet medium has been as

typically indirect and inner directed as his music.

Riley, who was born in California in 1935, studied

formal composition at the University of California at

Berkeley. At the time, while he was working as a ragtime

jazz pianist, he fell under the spell of jazz visionary John

Coltrane and also began exploring the inner workings of

tuning systems with music's first minimalist, LaMonte
Young.

With In C, a free-form but precise succession of

53 simple phrases in and around C Major (set to a

riveting, unwavering pulse), Riley combined all of his

seemingly incompatible musical activities into an elegant,

single-minded concept. It revolutionized music. This

1964 work's radiant, non-nostalgic tonality provided a

sense of renewal for the grey atonalists. Its freedom of

movement and unrestricted instrumentation helped the

performers develop the sense of musical community
generally associated with jazz. It demonstrated the

concept that simple melodic phrases could be used to

produce fascinating, ever-changing textural patterns of

considerable richness. Its consciousness-expanding flavor

reflected and appealed to the culture of the '60s, rather

than defying this broader audience, as the more
calculated avant-garde scores of the day had done.

But if In C set the stage for minimalism, which has

now developed into one of the most popular classical

music styles of the century, Riley himself never developed

into a true classical minimalist. He never abstractly

explored the effects of phase pattern and repetition the

way Philip Glass and Steve Reich did. Instead, Riley

followed more personal inclinations such as; improvising

on keyboards, making recordings in which he over-

dubbed all reed and keyboard parts and performing live

with tape delay systems. More importantly, in the late

'60s he went to India and immersed himself in the

traditions of North Indian vocal music, a music he has

studied rigorously ever since.

Riley also taught at Mills College in Oakland,

where the Kronos Quartet took up residence during the

latter half of the '70s. David Harrington, the quartet's

first violinist and friend to the composer, began to

suggest that he write for the ensemble. The string

quartet is a medium with almost limitless appeal to

composers. Riley soon succumbed. He developed a real

enthusiasm for string sonorities, as they were the perfect

medium through which he could accomplish the vocal

intonations he practiced in his Indian singing. Working

with Kronos also enabled him to overcome his reluctance

toward writing for ensembles, since he could have a

collaborative relationship with Kronos that allowed space

for his improvisational composition style. It took two or

three years for Riley's quartets to be completed.

The collaborative nature between Riley and
Kronos is most evident in Sunrise ofthe Planetary Dream
Collector. Like In C, the score is built around independent

modules; in this case, they are 14-beat fragments in the

Dorian mode. Each performer is permitted to return to

a module after playing a different one. So, although

written out. Sunrise allows for a variety of approaches.

"The way I envision it, " Riley comments, "
is that

t



the work should always be able to be reformed or recon-

structed. The way it appears on the record is definitely

only one way of putting the building blocks together...

Even though there's a written score, it is very much like

what you'd have with a jazz head arrangement.

"

But the compositional process of Sunrise involved

Kronos as well, since Riley rehearsed unedited material

with the players while he was writing the piece; and the

ensemble's interpretations and suggestions ultimately

influenced the final form of the work. Riley, moreover,

guided the players through which modules might most

effectively be repeated and combined; although, the

final choices were always up to the players. On this

recording, for instance, the crescendo near the end of

the piece, which begins ponticello and changes in timbre

while growing in volume, is Kronos's inspiration.

The title. Sunrise ofthe Planetary Dream Collector

offers Riley's whimsical notion that there might be a

collector who came around every day on the planet and

collected all dreams so that they could be redistributed

the next day.

G Song \s based on a 16-bar theme comprised of

G minor scales played asymetrically over a jazz chord

progression. It was the first work Riley wrote for Kronos,

and it is the most traditional. It is based on a theme and

variations for saxophone and keyboard that Riley com-

posed in 1973 for the French film Le Secret de la Vie. The

quartet version is considerably expanded into a large

variation movement, with the originally improvised

saxophone melodies transferred to and developed in

the viola.

lAythic Birds Waltz, which opens with a jazz ballad

that Riley transcribed after improvising it on the piano,

also includes a number of segments he had written for a

larger work to be played by the composer and by sitarist

Krishna Bhatt. The piece's Indian rhythms shift into

something closer to ragtime, and 16th note Vivaldi type

figures might subtly start to swing, demonstrating Riley's

growing confidence in mixing contrasting themes and

rhythms and metric changes in his quartet the way he

does in his solo improvisations.

As a unifying element, Riley selected a melody and

tabla pattern he had heard Bhatt play and used it as a

basis for other melodies and rhythmic permutations,

building a kind of rhythmic matrix. The amazing quality

of Mythic Birds is the ineffable way that all these differ-

ent musics naturally flow together. "It is music," Riley

says, "that makes sense in retrospect."

The culmination of Riley's string quartet works

thus far is Cadenza on the Night Plain, which was

composed in 1984 and premiered by Kronos in the

summer of that year at the Darmstadt Festival. The

quartet is grand in scope, having something of the

cosmic quality of a raga. It is a work that combines a

minimalist's love for repeated figuration with Riley's

Indian-trained ability to develop a piece over substantial

time periods. It is dramatically evocative, programmatic,

philosophical and folksy at the same time. Although not

written in direct collaboration with Kronos, Cadenza is,

nonetheless, a specific response to the members of the

quartet, and it contains a cadenza for each player that

reflects some aspects of his or her personality.

In Cadenza, Riley goes further than he had in

previous quartets in exploring the spiritual quality of

various tunings. The titles of the separate movements

sometimes refer to the composer's personal fantasies

and sometimes are philosophical or humorously

indicated in the music. The reefer division, for instance,

refers to old, veteran hippies off to save the world, and

they are portrayed with a sort of Ivesian humor in a 10/4

march—as if the stoned old timers all had two left feet.



But Cadenza is primarily a work of profound

spirituality. The achingly lyric, canonically flowing Where

Was Wisdom When We Went represents Riley's

interest in Western spirituality. The movement recalls the

unenlightened aspects of the pattern of Western

migration over the last several hundred years. In the

consoling Tuning to Rolling Thunder, Riley uses an

expressive musical tuning to tune-in to the ideas of

Rolling Thunder, a medicine man in Nevada.

In the end. Cadenza is about balance, and the

balance of spirit which should be able to soar ecstatically,

while remaining connected to the simplest human
pleasures. Riley's homey vision of sonic utopia is a

kaleidoscopic balance of musics. Naive ideas become
transformed, Bach-like, into the transcendental without

losing their innocence in the process.

Mark Swed

In contemporary classical music, there

is a deep schism between the academic

and thepopular. Few artists have been

able to straddle this gulfwithout losing

their credibility or theirpopular appeal

in the process. But The Kronos Quartet

are the exception. The Kronos consists of

four virtuoso musicians—David
Harrington (violin), John Sherba

(violin). Hank Dutt (viola), andJoan
Jeanrenaud (cello)—who are doing no

less than to make the entire string

quartet genre relevant to our time. The

Kronos Quartet manages tofind

insightful approaches to classical

masterpieces while maintaining afirm
commitment to the creation, develop-

ment andperformance ofimportant

new works. The result is an ever-

growing repertoire which rangesfrom
Bartok, Shostakovich, and Berg to

Terry Riley, John Cage, Philip Glass

andJimi Hendrix.
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